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Teaching and learning programming are the fun and also pain part for instructors and students in academic institutions,

from the famous ‘‘HelloWorld’’ simple codes to advanced feature application software, there is a long and toughway to go

for most of the students. Within limited teaching hours, instructor’s presentation and explanation of the computer

language are not attractive enough to raise and improve students’ interest for learning proactively as students have

different learning styles [1]. From the observation and the query, most students are more comfortable with learning by

visual presentation—diagrams, video, animation, verbal explanation and trying things from their own interesting story.

This paper describes a teaching approach for Java programming by using Alice—an innovative 3D programming

environment that make it easy to help students learn fundamental programming concept in the context of creating

animatedmovies and simple video games [2]. Evidence of students performance in learningObject-Oriented programming

as a result of this approach are shown in this paper by statistical data that gathered, summarized and observed from fall

semester of 2012.
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1. Introduction

Cutting teaching hours, lightening the burden of

coursework from students are more emphasized

nowadays and have been defined into the college

education curriculum.However, the knowledge and

techniques cannot be made as a short cut corre-
spondingly. We are working on how to use the class

time to stimulate the interest in learning and moti-

vate students to practice, self-study and be involved

into academic study. The ACM Computing Curri-

cula 2001 (CC2001) report summarized four

approaches to teaching introductory computer

science and recognized that the ‘‘programming

first’’ approach is the most widely used approach
in North America [3]; it is the same in most colleges

in China. Because of the course is for sophomores,

the C language is the prerequisite of Java program-

ming, students are familiar with simple programs in

procedural language. In 2012, the faculty members

started turn to use ‘‘object first’’ strategy to attract

learning interest of programming. There are a few

software tools that have strong visual and graphic
component to help develop good object-oriented

programming, such asAlice 3, BlueJ [4],GreenFoot

[5]. We selected Alice for the reason of:

� Working with an easy-to-use 3D graphics envir-

onment is attractive and highly motivating to

today’s generation of media-conscious students.

� The visual nature and immediate feedback of

program visualizations makes it easy for students

to see the impact of a statement or group of

statements. Further, it makes debugging easier.

� The drag-and-drop editor prevents students from

making syntax errors that are prevalent for

beginners.
� The 3D modeled classes and instantiated objects

in Alice provide a very concrete notion of the

concept of anobject and support an ‘‘object-first’’

approach [6].

In Overseas Chinese College at Capital Univer-

sity of Economics and Business (CUEB-OCC), a

pilot project was conducted in the IT credential

oriented class with 26 students. The objective of

the investigation was to exam whether the auxiliary

software, i.e., Alice, would enhance the object-

oriented programming learning interest and perfor-

mance of IT majors.

2. Previous research works

The seriousness of attrition in computer and infor-

mation technology programs has been described in

several studies. Students in Health, Engineering,
Management/Commerce, Architecture and Educa-

tion stayed the course better than students in

Science, IT, Creative Arts, Society/Culture and

Agriculture/Environment [7–12]. More than half

of college students that initially declare a major in
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computer science or information science change

their majors prior to graduation [13], or don’t

chose to develop their career in IT industry after

graduation. Attrition occurs throughout the four

years because of numbers of reasons including

students’ academic involvement, goal commitment,
feeling of inadequacy, distress and lack of confi-

dence. Dissatisfaction with the course content and

difficult content has also been identified as impor-

tant reasons for attrition. We believe the difficulties

in computer science currently is related to the shift

of most computer science departments from teach-

ing introductory computer science courses using

imperative languages (such as C and Pascal) to
using object-oriented (OO) languages (such as

C++ and Java). OO languages require that students

not only learn the material for an imperative lan-

guage core (e.g., assignment, decisions, functions,

procedures, repetition, arrays) but also learn the

additional concepts of class, object, information

hiding, inheritance, and polymorphism. Many

Information Science courses also include event-
driven programming—yet another paradigm stu-

dents must master. Clearly, the amount of material

has increased but the time in class has not. Students

without prior programming experience are likely

overwhelmed by the breadth and depth of material,

contributing to student less involvement and turn to

potential attrition [6]. We keep working on finding

an innovative approach to teach the fundamental
concepts of object-oriented programming to our

students that 73% of them don’t have OO program-

ming knowledge but just have heard of it and 19%of

them even never heard about it. There are other

tools besides Alice are available to assist Java

learning, Alice was the one we chose as it is easy

for students to design their own 3D animation.

Faculty attended iLearning training provided by
Oracle Academy [14] in 2012, after one month

training, teachers who were experts in the areas

had more confidence on making their teaching

interesting and transferring knowledge efficiently.

3. Curriculum development

The objective of using Alice is to be the assistance to

help students to be involved into learning program-

ming, raise up motivation and interest, understand

Classes, Methods, Control Structures, Encapsula-

tion, Variables and other Java programming

syntax.Wedeveloped tutorials as per theknowledge
points, from the very beginning warming up anima-

tion program to complex projects.

3.1 Team work use storyboard

Weapplied a serial of tutorial for the different stages

of study using Alice. Started from definition of

scenarios, students in group 3 or 4 define their

scenarios. A scenario is a story in the form of a

problem to solve or task to perform, such as a
conflict and solution in a theatrical play, a lesson

to teach, a process to simulate or demonstrate or a

game to play. Then use storyboard to visualize the

scenario, Table 1 describes the method of designing

a storyboard. Storyboards have two types, visual

and textual. The storyboard can be created on paper

or using digital tools such as word processing

programs, paint or drawing program or presenta-
tion program. Figure 1 is an example of using visual

storyboard to tell a story, then the flowchart will be
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Table 1. Design a Storyboard

Component Definition Example

Object Amoving or non-moving character that you position
and/or program to move and act

Animals, cars, people, trees

Scene The place (or ‘‘world’’ in Alice) where your story
occurs

Park, library, school, Home

Actions The instructions for how each object should act in the
scene

Walk 2 meters, turn left, say ‘‘Hello!’’

User interaction Theways inwhich the user canmanipulate the objects
in the animation

Keyboard commands ormouse clicks tomakeobjects
move

Design specifications How the objects and scenery should look in the
animation

Size, position, location, color

Fig. 1. Visual Story board.



built base on the storyboard to organize the anima-
tion’s actions as Fig. 2.

Making the storyboard and flowchart trained the

students to have a logical and detailed thinking-

about the sequence of the events that happened in

our daily life but overlooked, suchas the sequence of

moving include standing up, turning to right , then

walking away.

3.2 Correlating java fundamentals with Alice

Based on the storyboard and flowchart, develop a

scene, then the Java related knowledge such as

Class, Instance and Objects are introduced. Instead

of saying A class is the blueprint from which

individual objects are created, the class can be

visualized by choosing a folder from the gallery
such as Myflyer (Fig. 3), the animal contained in

the folder all have samebasic properties of theflyers,

two legs, two wings and feathers, and the ability to

fly. Myflyer is the class, once a seagull, for example,

is chosen and dragged into scene; it becomes an

instance of Myflyer class. Procedures, Arguments,

Control statements are the bones of Java; they are

become easier by using Alice 3D animation to
implement. Procedure and arguments, for example,

are represented by the action definition of the

objects. Base on the story students planned, the

procedure are implemented by a serial of actions

with proper arguments under particular control

statements (Fig. 4). The integration of all the actions

of an objectwill demonstrate an animation; bring an

intuitive feeling of the program to students straight

away. Similarly, control structure, conditional loop,

expressions and variables are able to be presented in

Alice in an animated way (Fig. 5).

4. Method

4.1 Students recruitment

Before the project introduced, we conducted a

survey of 52 students, research questions included:

� Before the Java Programming class, whether they

had knowledge of Java programming, 92% stu-

dents had only heard of Java or no basic knowl-

edge.

� Whether they have interest to learn and expecta-

tion. 33% have strong interest and high expecta-

tion, 54%are not very interested in learning it, but
still believe it is useful and hope to have an

interactive or interesting way to make the learn-

ing easier. The rest of the students have no interest

at all.

� Opinions about using auxiliary software for
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Fig. 2. Flow Chart.

Fig. 3.Myflyer, simulation of a class.

Fig. 4. Procedure and Argument in Alice.



teaching computer science courses. 83% students

express their interest to the approach, other

students had concerns about whether the soft-

ware itself is difficult to be understood, which will
not be a help for the programming course.

According to the class structure and the specific

learning objective, we appliedAlice to one classwith

26 students, defined the contents into their course

curriculum. The other class with same number of

students using the traditional teaching way.

4.2 Observations

Java programming was offered as 4 credits class, 2

hours instruction and 2 hours lab. Alice was applied

in lab time and students were assigned groupworks.

We have seen that students develop the strength
from the following aspects:

� Team work and design sense developed. We use

storyboarding and pseudo code to develop

designs. Students do lots work after class and

we see students writing down their thoughts,

discuss and mimic the actions and behaviors,

make a play. Involvement is increased.

� Materialization of classes, objects and object-

oriented programming syntax. This is the most
significant success of our approach. Students

realized those animals, people they made in the

virtual world plus the actions that simulated by

Alice are corresponding to specific Java program

syntax.

� A strong sense of inheritance, as students writes

code to create more powerful classes.

� The concept of methods as a means of requesting
an object to do something. The way to make an

object perform a task is to send the object a

message.

� Good intuitions concerning encapsulation. Some

state information can be modified by invoking

methods on an object. For example, an object’s

position can be changed by invoking a move

method. But the actual spatial coordinates that

represent the object’s position cannot be directly
accessed.

� An understanding of Boolean types. Students are

prevented from dragging incorrect data-type

expressions into if statements and loops [15].

� An appreciation of trial and error. Students learn

to ‘‘try out’’ individual animation instructions as

well as their user-defined methods. Each anima-

tion instruction causes a visible change in the
animation. Students learn to relate individual

instructions, and methods to the animated

action on the screen [15]. This direct relationship

can be used to support development of debugging

skills.

Theweakness is also found in the observation and

feedback:

� The students who want to have further under-

standing about the code of making such anima-

tion design can’t get help from Alice.

� Have no opportunities of writing code by them-

selves to develop the detailed sense of syntax.

� Students still need tomaster the usual concepts of

types, variables, values, and references, as well as

with the often-frustrating details of syntax.
� Most students commented that the objects in

Alice gallery are not beautiful and natural,

result in the animation video or game not attrac-

tive.

5. Results

5.1 Student academic performance

Table 2 illustrates the analysis of the final score from

two classes in the fall semester of 2012–2013 school

year. Treatment group is the group of 26 students
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Fig. 5. Animation in Alice.



who took part in the project; control group is the

group of the other 26 students not involve Alice in

learning.

Weapply the two-sample t test to analyzewhether
the average scores from two classes are different

significantly. Using a significance level of 0.05 and

the p-value, 0.010229, from the analysis of the

average score of the two groups, we are pretty sure

that the difference between the average scores of the

two groups is significant.

5.2 Attitudes

Similarly, we apply the two-sample t test to analyze

whether students’ interests andmotivation of learn-

ing Java have been affected in two classes are

significantly different. We designed the survey to

52 students in 2 class, score the motivation and

interest that affected by using Alice using weight

score 1 to 5.Using a significance level of 0.05 and the
p-value, 0.000347, from the analysis of the average

score of interests of the two groups, the difference is

significant, which means using Alice improved

students’ interests of learning Java is significantly

(Table 3).

6. Conclusion

The data presented in this paper support the effec-

tiveness of the Alice course for improving students’
performance in OO programming study and atti-

tude toward Object-Oriented programming. The

authors strongly believe that, as long as object-

oriented languages are the popular language of

choice in Information Management major, object-

first approach is the effective way to help students

master the complexities of object-oriented pro-

gramming. The difference scores from two groups
for content assessment showed significant difference

results. The data presented here is for only one

semester, sample size is also small ,the research is

still on going to gathermore anddetailed evidence in

order to provide constructive approach, motivate

students in computer and information sciencemajor

and reduce attrition. Additionally, we hope Alice

will provide more well designed gallery source for
teaching purpose.
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